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VIEWS FROM THE 
EQUITY INCOME TEAM 

 
 
What Does the Private Market Know that the Stock Market Doesn’t? 
 
There have been several transactions announced in the infrastructure sector in the past 12 months. While some of these 
transactions have not been completed, they are indicative once again of the disconnect between listed and unlisted investor 
views on value. The table below shows the valuation levels and premiums offered by private investors for listed infrastructure 
companies, and depicts a healthy premium being paid to take control of these companies and/or take them private.  
 
 

 

  Source: Company reports, Bloomberg 
 
 
The median premium to the listed valuation is roughly 30% in the case of the transactions noted above. Should these private 
market investors be more concerned about inflation, interest rates, or the pandemic impact like the stock market? This begs 
revisiting the question “why the disconnect” in valuation between public and private investors? 
 
First of all, there is tremendous appetite in the private market to acquire infrastructure companies, both listed and private, given 
the substantial supply of private capital built up over the past several years. Second, there is an incentive to capitalize on low 
interest rates before they potentially rise in the near future. Third, many large pension plans and private equity firms have in-
house operational expertise and can improve the value of the investments they gain control of. These reasons alone offer 
some insights, yet to us they are not likely the primary cause of discrepancy between public and private market valuations. 
Quite simply, we believe it is the difference in time horizon. 
 
Investors in the stock market have historically required more immediate gratification with respect to price performance. Equity 
markets have been very efficient at allocating short term capital into areas where you have the best chances of making the 
most return in the shortest amount of time. In the process, returns can become extremely bifurcated between those stocks that 
offer the quickest path to reward versus those that either could take time or offer less appealing growth. The stock market has 
largely ignored the benefits offered by infrastructure stocks this year, as a tug of war between secular growth and cyclical value 
has been the main focus, along with macro concerns (although there are always going to be macro concerns). This can be 
seen in the large gap in relative performance of infrastructure stocks versus major global indices. While this can be frustrating, 
it is a fact of life when investing in listed versus private infrastructure companies, at least in the short term. We take a longer-
term view in managing Dynamic Global Infrastructure Fund, and in doing so align ourselves with the private market investor 
base. 
 
More specific examples of how the stock market likely views various sectors of infrastructure from an instant gratification lens, 
compared to how we and the private market view these assets, is as follows. 
 

Company Date Industry Acquiror Value Premium PE EV/EBITDA
(local fx, mn)

Inter Pipeline February 22, 2021 Energy Infrastructure Brookfield Infrastructure Partners 8,045             61% 19.1       13.3              
Sydney Airport July 5, 2021 Airport IFM Investors Pty. / Macquaries 23,613           47% 69.5       36.1              
Spark Infrastructure Group August 23, 2021 Regulated Utility Ontario Teachers Pension Plan 4,856             28% 70.8       13.0              
Kansas City Southern September 15, 2021 Railroad Canadian Pacific Railway 26,754           31% 33.0       18.7              
Falck Renewables October 20, 2021 Renewable Power JPM Investment Management (60%) 1,517             14% 69.0       15.6              
Ausnet Services November 1, 2021 Regulated Utility APA Group / Brookfield Asset Management 10,071           33% 34.7       15.5              
FET (First Energy Transmission) November 8, 2021 Regulated Utility Brookfield Core Infrastructure Fund 2,400             40.0       
CoreSite Realty Corp. November 15, 2021 Data center American Tower Corp. 10,100           21% 29.0       27.0              
Cyrusone Inc. November 15, 2021 Data center KKR 11,486           10% 22.0       23.0              
CWEN (Thermal Division) October 25, 2021 Merchant power KKR 1,900             27.9              

Median 30% 34.7      18.7              
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• Companies with out-of-favour fundamentals today, even though there is a high probability of improvement 
in the future (think airports and toll roads) will be left for dead by the stock market until there is better visibility 
of a recovery. The 47% premium offered for Sydney Airport by a consortium of private investors reflects a 
willingness to taker a longer-term view and shows confidence in a recovery of air traffic over time. 

 
• Companies with decent fundamentals today that are consistent with history (think regulated utilities) will fail 

to catch the attention of stock market investors when there is so much choice elsewhere in the markets with 
better opportunity for near term gratification. A potential sustainable ~10% total return seems fairly attractive 
to us, and the private market seems to agree, even if the stock market does not. The PE multiples reflected 
in the offers for Spark Infrastructure, AusNet, or First Energy’s electric transmission business range from 
35x-40x, well above the 18x-20x PEs for listed regulated utility multiples. 
 

• Companies with high and growing future growth potential (think renewable power) will not get credit in the 
markets for this growth until it becomes more within reach. Renewable projects take a long time to build, 
and a growing backlog of projects in the future seems to inspire little excitement from the stock market. The 
Falck Renewables transaction illustrates how patient private market capital is with a good long-term story 
like the energy transition. This transaction would revalue our renewable power holdings by 15%-30% if 
applied today. 

 
• Where public and private market demand seems to align is in the data infrastructure sector. The healthy 

year-to-date total returns for cell tower and data center stocks are in keeping with the CoreSite and 
CyrusOne acquisitions. 

 
Based on the above a difference in view between listed and private valuations is obvious. Why should listed investors pay 
attention to the signal being sent by private investors? Given the essential nature of services provided by properly defined 
infrastructure companies, it is quite easy getting comfortable with the long view. Nothing has changed with respect to the highly 
visible and predictable cash flows, the secular growth potential driven by substantial investment required, and good returns on 
investment available in the infrastructure sector. The appeal of these attributes to private market investors has not changed 
given their longer time horizon and objective of safely matching retirement goals with retirement capital needs of pensioners 
in the future. 
 
We suspect the private market is likely to continue to be active in deploying their capital, in both the listed and unlisted 
infrastructure sector. Whether or not sustainable high-single-digit / low double-digit total returns offered by quality infrastructure 
stocks become more appealing again to stock market investors anytime soon is hard to guess. At the very least, we would 
expect infrastructure stocks to follow the tried-and-true observation that any given stock will eventually produce a total return 
over the long-term that is aligned with its earnings growth plus dividend yield. To be clear, the fundamental outlook for 
infrastructure remains quite good. Of course, the starting valuation level is quite influential on the total return prospects. Listed 
valuations clearly do not look challenging from a long-term perspective, judging by private market transactions lately. 
 
 
Frank Latshaw 
Vice President & Portfolio Manager 

 
 
 
advisor.dynamic.ca 
Commissions, trailing commissions, management fees and expenses all may be associated with mutual fund investments. Please read the prospectus 
before investing. Mutual funds are not guaranteed, their values change frequently and past performance may not be repeated. Views expressed regarding 
a particular company, security, industry or market sector should not be considered an indication of trading intent of any funds managed by 1832 Asset 
Management L.P. These views are not to be considered as investment advice nor should they be considered a recommendation to buy or sell. These 
views are subject to change at any time based upon markets and other conditions, and we disclaim any responsibility to update such views. 
 
Dynamic Funds® is a registered trademark of its owner, used under license, and a division of 1832 Asset Management L.P. 


